Testing of the TOYO – Proxes R888 tires
TEAM LM LA SCUDERIA - DAMAFRO
Tires Toyo – Proxes – Dimensions: Front 185/ 60R 13 Rear 205/ R60 13
Date : Sunday October 3, 2010  From 9am to 1pm
Location : SANAIR racetrack
Weather : Partly cloudy
Air Temperature: From 5oC (41 oF) to 12 oC (54 oF)
Track Temperature : From 8oC (46 oF) to 22 oC (72 oF)
Track Condition : Dry, Not much grip because of past days heavy rain
Cars used for the test : Vector 1995
Drivers : Michel et Olivier Bonnet

Objectives : The main goal of this testing day was to evaluate the performances (lap
times, consistency, feeling of the car) of the TOYO-Proxes R888 tires in comparison to
the Dunlop Tires. The TOYO-Proxes R888 tires could represent an alternative choice at
reasonable cost.

Testing description : We made our test with two Vector 1995 cars, one equipped with
Dunlop tires and the other with the TOYO tires. The first test was made with brand new
TOYO tires. At the very first testing session, the TOYO tires were already faster than the
Dunlop tires. The only setup that was made on the car before using the TOYO tires which
are « Radial Tires », was to adjust the camber. During all the testing session where both
cars were on track, the car with the TOYO tires was always 3 to 4 tenth of a second faster
than the car with the Dunlop tires. Near the end of testing session, the second car was
also equipped with the TOYO tires and after camber adjustment, lap times were as good
as with the other car.

Conclusion : We can confirm that with the track conditions we had on this day, the
TOYO tires are faster than Dunlop tires. We made around 80 laps with the TOYO tires
and lap times were consistent throughout all testing sessions. Below, there are the best lap
times made during the testing day for both types of tires (both cars made the same lap
times with TOYO tires) :

Dunlop Tires

TOYO Tires

54.5 secondes

53.9 secondes

Drivers quotes after testing day : The TOYO tires offer a better stability under braking
than Dunlop tires. Because TOYO tires are « Radial » tires, the car was more stable in
low speed and high speed corners and we were able to feel the car reactions better. We
had the feeling than the TOYO tires were closer to slick tires than the Dunlop, the
steering wheel was stiffer and we were able to feel a good difference of grip between
both tires. We liked the TOYO tires as soon as we tried it and the consistency during the
testing day was pretty good. From our point of view, the TOYO-Proxes R888 tires would
be totally adapted for Formula Tour 1600 and we would be ready to use them next year.

